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THEVINE
FORT WAYNE BIBLE COLLEGE
1904-1980
To the Seniors:
ABOVE: This year's graduating seniors give warm smiles while braving the cold weather in posing; UPPER MIDDLE: Donna Kiefer enjoys
making another one of those projects; UPPER RIGHT: Gary Livengood and Carol Culver take time to share the day's events; BOTTOM MID-
DLE: the students of 1905 stand beside the graduates of 1980; BOTTOM RIGHT: Becky Brooke and Ceff Fisher participate in a "fireside chat".
Commendation
In 1898 in Bluffton, Ohio, the seed
of a vine was planted as the begin-
ning of a nninistry producing nnany
fruits for God's glory. After several
years, the vine was transplanted to
Fort Wayne. Those men instrumental
in this change were affirmed in their
selection of fertile soil as the vine
took deep root with "head and
heart" education going "hand in
hand". With its roots deeply embed-
ded in God's Word, the vine grew.
Not even a depression and a major
war hindered the ripening of God's
fruit. Enrollment may have declined,
but God was constantly watching
over His vine.
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Fort Wayne Bible College has had
tour presidents. Rev. J.E. Ramseyer
was the first president. "Daddy Ram-
seyer," as he was affectionately
called, was known for his great love
of the Bible. He had much to do with
the beginning of the Missionary
Church Association. Daddy Ramseyer
was president from 1912 until 1944.
Dr. Safara A. Witmer, the second
president, graduated from Fort
Wayne Training School. FHe spent
some time on horseback in Western
Canada, ministering in a rural area.
Witmer, known for his gift of teach-
ing which he exercised at the Bible
College, also had other interests.
Because of his interest in flying, a
course was initiated at the college,
but a near-fatal accident caused the
course to be dropped. Witmer served
as president from 1945 to 1957.
The third president. Dr. Jared
Gerig, served the college from 1958
to 1971. Dr. Gerig also served as the
president of the Missionary Church
Association, president of the
National Association of Evangelicals,
and vice-president of the Accrediting'
Association of Bible Colleges. When
some difficulty was experienced in
getting permission to build on the
south campus of the college, it was
Dr. Gerig who succeeded in battling
the legal opposition.
Dr. Timothy Warner has served as
president since 1971. Known to his
students as "Dr. Tim," he is a Taylor
University graduate and received his
doctorate from Indiana University.
Dr. Tim has been the vice-president
and the president-elect of the Amer-
ica Association of Bible Colleges. Dr.
Tim, a familiar face around campus,
remains an active participant in stu-
dent activities. Often Dr. Tim has fas-
cinated the students with accounts of
his life as a missionary in Africa.
Now and Then: President and
First Lady
\
TOP LEFT: Dr. Timothy Warner; TOP
RIGHT: Dr. and Mrs. Warner; BOT-
TOM FAR LEFT: Rev. ).E. Ramseyer;
BOTTOM CENTER LEFT: Dr. Safara
A. Witmer; BOTTOM CENTER
RIGHT: Dr. )ared Gerig; BOTTOM
RIGHT: Rev. and Mrs. ).E. Ramseyer.
Relaxing,
Relating
Bethany Hall was built in 1929-30.
In 1938 three-year degrees were
added to the existing two-year
degree programs. The vine spread
during the post-war years, and even-
tually four- and five-year programs
became possible. Fort Wayne Bible
Institute became Fort Wayne Bible
College in 1950. Churches beside the
Missionary Church supported the
college. It became a school having a
missionary outlook with a practical
and spiritual emphasis.
The year 1954 saw evident signs of
maturity in the vine that are still
clearly visable and more apparent.
Acquisition of south campus gave
room for expansion. In 1975 WBCL
began broadcasting. The vine of
God's own planting is continually
blossoming forth into full maturity,
producing much fruit.

A Little of the Old in the New Adds Wisdom
8
GRADUATES


































































SENIOR DAYS: how slowly they
arrive and how quickly they pass.
These are days filled with hectic
schedules, quiet reflection, and
warm friends. Soon these days will be
past, but the memories of good times
shared will linger in the hearts and
minds of seniors.
GoodOle
TOP LEFT: Mary Waddell and Ellen
Springer compare schedules; TOP
RIGHT: Clenna Cairl hopes to get an
"eleven" MIDDLE: Deb Lehman
reaches apex: senior recital; MIDDLE
LEFT: Sunshine and solitude rest
upon Margaret Germain; BOTTOM
LEFT: Commentator Tipton gives
play-by-play report; BOTTOM
RICFHT: William Logue and )ohn
Hetherington discuss theological
doctrmes. (page 13) TOP LEFT: Jill
Taylor and (TOP CENTER) Ann Kren-
rick take "time-out"; TOP RIGHT:
Will Hoch prepares for chapel hour;
BOTTOM RIGHT: Dana Ponchot
raises his eyebrows in question.
12
Senior Daze

































































Communications is furthered by the senior help in the mail




No matter where a person looks
these days, chances are good that he
will spot one or many seniors doing
their thing. Their thing? Sitting
around naturally. This seems to be
the hottest pastime to hit old B.C.
since "sheeting." This new "senioric"
urge sweeping the campus can be
accounted for through numerous
theories. The first theory is that, as
McDonalds says, "You deserve a
break today," and they're obviously
taking their break whenever possible.
The second theory is that after four
plus years of running around campus,
their feet have all worn off. The third
and final theory being presented is
simply that sitting is closer to "sheet-
ing" than standing. But whatever the
reason for their new obsession for
sitting, they seem to be fairly adept at
their new craze. Not to mention the




TOP LEFT: Randy Fudge enjoys a Falcon game; TOP CENTER: All-school
picnic means good food for Paul FHenderchott, Gary and Deb Moore, Bev
Gray, and Margaret Germain; TOP RIGHT: Class officers Ann Krenrick,
Karen Whitman, Geff Fisher, and Keith Wong serve the class with Advisor
)oe Snider; CENTER: Steve FHarrigan teaches a Sunday school class; BOT-
TOM FAR LEFT: )oe lacobs fixes his attention upon the game; BOTTOM
LEFT OF CENTER: Dave Stratton questions the call; BOTTOM RIGHT OF
CENTER: Steve Davis relaxes while studying; BOTTOM RIGHT: Jenny














































































































































The Junior Class of 1979-1980 com-
pleted a very full and active year. The
Juniors sponsored a Nite-at-the-Mov-
ies which featured "Seven Brides for
Seven Brothers." A Class retreat to
Epworth Forest was highlighted by
fun and games and a aura of unity. A
great deal of time was also spent in
the planning and preparation for the
annual Jr.-Sr. Banquet. The theme for
this year's banquet was "Shadows of
a Rising Sun." Another highlight of
the year was the leadership and
amusement provided by their spon-
sor, Mr. Arlan Birkey. All of these
activities and more, helped to make
this a very interesting year.
TOP LEFT: "Wendy takes a break;"
TOP LEFT OF CENTER: Jenny Ander-
son comes from Jamaica; TOP
RIGHT OF CENTER: Ron Farb calls
this his "dress-casual" look; TOP
RIGHT: Laurie Schindler spends time
with Geno; CENTER: Sue Patrick
takes a dip; BOTTOM LEFT: Diane
Nayrocker and Sarah Manley enjoy
the first snow: BOTTOM LEFT OF
CENTER: Teresa Warren studies sta-
tistics while
(BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER) Dave
Sell and Lesa Brothers share a "Mad
Anthony"; BOTTOM RIGHT: Lori
VanRyn unsuccssfully tries to hide
her white socks.
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TOP LEFT; Diane Radabaugh seenns
to enjoy the attention that is
bestowed upon her by Ed Basinger
and Dave Stratton; TOP RIGHT:
(page 27) Karen Gerig experiences
the challenge of Greek; BOTTOM:
)on Caskey hopes that his number





























































Following the alumni game, the B.C.
crowd witnessed the first basketball
game of the 79-80 season, a victory


























































































The Sophomore Class enjoyed a
profitable year regardless of the
changes taken place in leadership.
Highlights of the year included the
film "Christiana" and a very enjoya-
ble Kangaroo Court. But, with the
passing of years come new responsi-
bilities. Aside from the fun, the Soph-
omore Class has experienced encour-
aging growth over their two years at
B. C. With these thoughts in mind,
they eagerly anticipate the two years
of their education which lie ahead.
Years that will continue to mold
them into the leaders Christ has
called them to be.
TOP LEFT: Sheryl Bower receives help from Esther Latino; TOP CENTER: Alex Bacos and Mary Eash lean back for
some conversation; TOP RIGHT: Sue POrter works hard to meet a deadline; ABOVE: Acting seems to be a way of
life for Karen McKenna and Kathy Baker; CENTER: Then, too, Greg Rawley gets into the act for THE WITNESS:
MIDDLE RIGHT OF CENTER: )eri Heiser works on a report while (CENTER) Lori McAfee and Dora Papadopoulou
































ABOVE: The Sophomore class officers include Jo Manners, President; Kathy Baker, Secretary;























































































































































































Freshmen Experience a New
Beginning
The beginning of the school year
was one of anticipation and anxiety
for the incoming freshmen. The
world was whirling around with new
dimensions forming from every
direction, but that wasn't all . . .
"Dr. Lehr," along with the Sopho-
more class, provided the new class
with an enchanted tour of the Islands
of Initiation. For some unknown rea-
son the Sophomores believed that
stripes and checks along with polka-
dots and plaids made for great coor-
dination. The week climaxed in a
required "invitation" to Kangaroo
Court, which is an annual tribal fes-
tivity.
Joining the Sophomores for a hay-
ride, the first yearers congregated in
the hayloft for old-time movies and
had refreshments in the barn while
taking turns going on the hayride. In
February, two events took place: the
Winter Olympics enabled the class-
mates to participate in various activi-
ties while the carnation sale



















CLOCKWISE FROM FAR LEFT: Gil Diaz reverts to
childhood. Freshmen girls contemplate a memo-
rable purchase. The Quad governs the class. )eff
Kehler does some handiwork in a rare moment of
relaxation. Lori Steiner displays her musical talent
during chapel. Lisa Wood cleans up at Bible Col-
lege. Melody Jones, Mike Lantz, and Michele
Gibeau scurry to class on a cool day. Kate Lehr
ponders the situation. Sue, )ulie, and Kari whoop









































Elementary Education and Music
The faculty teaching in these two
areas have immediate concerns for
-their stucient'"s performance which
extend beyond the classroom testing.
The big questions are how well will
the education student perform in
front of his classroom during his
course in Practice Teaching and how
well will the music student perform

















These faculty members have heavy
responsibilities for tours, field trips,
and many student observations in
classroom situations throughout the
community and in many student
recitals. In addition they serve on
committees and as advisers. Ira Gerig
is on the Executive Committee and
the Teacher Education Council; )ay
Platte, in addition to being chairman
of the Music Department, is also on
the Teacher Education Council as
well as the Tours Committee, and co-
ordinates the Stage management.
Ted Nickel as chairman of the
Teacher Education Department is
chairman of the Teacher Education
Council and adviser to the SEA.
45
The Division of General Studies is
chaired by Robert Hughes. His
responsibilities are heavy for in addi-
tion to keeping the science lab in top
shape and teaching the freshmen
Bible Survey courses, he serves on
the Executive Committee, the Curric-
ulum Committee, and the Presiden-
tial-Search Committee. The responsi-
bilities of the others teaching in this
division are varied. Sonja Strahm
directs HIS Company (the Christian
Service drama troupe) and co-advises
The Vine (student yearbook) with
Eunice Conrad. Char Binkley in addi-
tion to her position with WBCL and
her classroom teaching serves on the
Executive Committee and the
Teacher Education Council. Grant
Hoatson is adviser to Student Associ-
ation; Barbara Ferguson, adviser to
the Freshmen Class; and Wava Bues-
chlen, librarian, is faculty adviser to
the Youth Conference Committee.
Baxter, Dick
Instructor

































































The faculty not only have the
responsibility for classroonn instruc-
tion and academic counseling but
also a variety of behind-the-scenes
responsibilities. For example, Robert
Strubhar is chairman of the Depart-
ment of Pastoral Ministries; Arlan Bir-
key is adviser for Alpha Kappa and
the Junior Class and is on the Presi-
dential-Search Committee; Daryl
Cartmel is chairman of the Missions
Department and adviser to SMF; Joe
Snider is Co-chairman of the Chris-
tian Education Department along
with Sterling Demond, and is one of
the three faculty advisers for the
Youth Conference Committee, a
member of the Student Affairs Com-
mittee and adviser to the Senior
Class; Wes Gerig, besides chairing
the Division of Biblical Studies, is
chairman of the department of Pre-
sem studies, senior faculty adviser on
the YC Committee and serves on the
ACTS Committee, the College-Com-
munity Artist Series Committee and
the Curriculum Committee. This list-























FAR RIGHT: WBCL Staff keep the good tinnes
rolling on FM 90.3. RIGHT OF CENTER: David
Fortreide and Diana Dunn tabulate the time
cards. Betty Jacobsen and Ruth Burns examine
some paperwork. Sandy Rhonemus and Karen
McComb watch as finishing touches are
placed on the noon meal.
50










Director Church & Alumni Relations
Dunlap, Ruth
Secretary, Church & Alumni Relations
Fortriede, David







Tedious: Sometimes . . . Tiring:













FAR TOP RIGHT: Cheryl Housser has the job of
passing the bucks. TOP CENTER: The mainte-
nance men; vital members of the FWBC family.
TOP LEFT OF CENTER: Deb Gerig is diligently
at work. RIGHT: Miriam Hartman taking a
break to chat. ABOVE: Donna Grabill and Barb






































in the Pantry of the Page.
Nussbaum, Teresa
Secretary, Business Affairs Office
Patterson, Pat









FAR MIDDLE LEFT: Husband-and-wife team
keep track of church and alumni relations. FAR
BOTTOM LEFT: Pat Patterson tackles business
affairs. LEFT OF CENTER: Nurses Alberta Lub-
berts and )ewel Niccum take a reading on Kel-
vin Diller. LEFT: A wealth of knowledge is right
at the fingertips of the Library Staff: (bottom
left to right) Esther Latino, Doris Grimes,
Yvonne Schwab; (top left to right) Wava Bues-
chlen and Rose Ann Nickel. ABOVE: Vicki
Marsh and Michele Blanck furnish refresh-
ments for the office.
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ABOVE: Dr. Hovee is a vital facilitator of
chapel services. CENTER LEFT: Secretaries
Michele Blank and Deb Lehman are consulted
by Dr. Tim concerning Business matters. CEN-
TER RIGHT: Evelyne Schmidt and Don Postel
help maintain efficiency in the Business
Office. FAR RIGHT: The Admissions Depart-
ment presents FWBC to those college bound.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Rev. Welty and Pam Postel

































TOP LEFT: Kay Schladenhauffen works dili-
gently on the BC Update. TOP CENTER: Dr.
lacobsen takes a break at the bookstore. MID-
DLE RIGHT: LaVera Sauder gets her daily exer-
cise by tugging the mail bags to their proper
location along the wall. RIGHT: Ada Hausser
faithfully dust mops the floor after each chapel
service. CENTER: Correspondence Department
left to right: Donna Lutton, Barb Artherhults,














What's All the Racquet About?
i
TOP LEFT: Professor )ohn Rayles and
Coach Fishel watch in both singles
and doubles competition; TOP CEN-
TER: Back row: John Gerig, Stan
Cashing, Keith Wong, Kent Harding,
Randy Fudge, Coach Fishel; Front
row: Mike Macchiarella, Gregg
Luginbill, Steve Rupp, and Marcus
Warner; TOP RIGHT: Concentration
is evident by the expression on Ste-
ve's face as he waits for a return of
his serve; BOTTOM LEFT: In number
one position, "Zeke" walks back to
Schultz dorm after a long hard prac-
tice; BOTTOM CENTER: Frosh Mar-
cus Warner slams a serve to his
opponent; BOTTOM RIGHT: Steve,
Kent, and Marcus all get an opportu-








Record: 5-4Confe rence: 3-2
We They
St. Francis 6 3
Bethel 3 6
Bethel 1 8
Grand Rapids Baptist 3 6
Huntington 5 4
Concordia Lutheran 9
Michigan Christian 7 2
Great Lakes 9
Grand Rapids School




The season was indeed trying and
difficult for girls' volleyball if one
were to only measure success
according to scores or according to
the win-loss record. However, for
Coach Kephart and the ten-member
team the year brought growth not
only in many volleyball skills but
especially in spiritual matters. The
effort in every practice and the trials
which were overcome can in no way
be reflected totally in the season's
record. What really and ultimately
mattered to Coach Kephart and the
girls was the witness and fellowship
in Christ which they experienced





TOP LEFT: The girls congregate after
a tough and close match at Central
High School in Ft. Wayne; TOP CEN-
TER: With nnore than enough help,
Karen keeps the ball in play;
EXTREME TOP RIGHT: With taped
up palms and fingers, )o sets up the
ball beautifully; TOP RIGHT: Karen
digs a serve that was aimed at dead
center court; BOTTOM FAR LEFT:
Bonnie aims to spike the ball tightly
over the net; BOTTOM LEFT: )o sets
up the ball so Lori can serve it over
the net; BOTTOM CENTER: (Back
row) Coach Kephart, Lisa Sprunger,
Karen Berres, Maureen Cowen, Lori
VanRyn, Karen Gerig; (Front row)
Collie Hill, Bonnie Ching, Nancy
Eastman, jacci Oyer, Jo Manner;









Grace (at Winona) 28 51
St. Erancis 26 128
Grace Bible 22 99
Grand Rapids Bible 27 73
Grace Bible 21 66
Grand Rapids Baptist 23 80
Grand Rapids School
of Bible and Music 27 55
Great Lakes Baptist 31 79
Michigan Christian (for feit)
Concordia 24 59
lU-PU 23 87
Michigan Christian 31 46
Tri-State 28 75
Grand Rapids School
of Bible and Music 58 44
Great Lakes Baptist 25 80
Bethel 29 66
Concordia 26 51













TOP EXTREME LEFT: Karen drives the line; TOP LEFT: Sharon shoots for
two; TOP RICFHT: Brenda and Ruth watch intently from the bench; TOP
EXTREME RIGHT: Coach sends Becky into the game; BOTTOM LEFT:
Girls' Basketball: (Back row) Coach Kephart, Brenda Allen, Ruth FTill, Chris
Thomas, Sheri Brown, Cathy Austin, and Manager Kathy Baker; (Front
row) Karen Bonde, Becky Diemer, Jacci Oyer, Carolyn Kauffman, Anne
Earle; BOTTOM CENTER: Sharon watches as the ball goes into the hoop;
BOTTOM RIGFHT: Coach Kephart gives words of instruction.
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Falcons Show Their Spirit
The guys' basketball team persev-
ered many hardships this year. A rash
of injuries at the most inopportune
times spelled defeat for the very tal-
ented team. These injuries not only
kept the team busy, but they also
tried the virtuosity of Frank Tipton,
the team's manager, at wrapping and
soaking ankles and knees. His exper-
tise in this therapy and Coach Mor-
ley's encouragement and driving
spirit kept the team going when oth-
ers would have quit. Through the
many defeats and setbacks, the
team's morale was high while they





TOP LEFT: Falcon's are supported by the BC students; TOP CENTER: Team members
express spirit and motivation before the game; TOP RIGHT: The cheerleaders are often
the spearheads of support and spirit; BOTTOM FAR LEFT: Coach Morley advises on
baselines and fouls during time out; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER: Marty McCrath helps
the cheerleaders; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER and BOTTOM RIGHT: Moments of vic-
tory and quiet observation are reflected in team members.
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Such Spirit Brings Success
TOP LEFT: Kent tallies points; TOP CENTER: Back row: Cal Rychener, )im Marstaller, Matt Moran,
Kelvin Diller, Kent Ulman, and Mark Mikel; Front row: Steve Weir, Keith Wong, Marcus Warner,
Steve Rupp, and )ohn Hughes; TOP RIGHT: Keith goes for two, while (BOTTOM FAR LEFT) cheer-
leaders lead Falcon fans in response; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER: Kelvin sneaks a far side shot and
(BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER) Marcus takes a twist for two more; BOTTOM RIGHT: Cal anticipates
successful result under the board.
68
69
Sports Awards Are Presented
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL AWARDS WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Commendation: Collie Hill Commendation: Brenda Allen, Ruth Hill
1st Year (Certificates): Maureen Cowen, 1st Year (Certificate): Cathy Austin,
Nancy Eastman, Karen Cerig, )o Man- Kathy Baker, Karen Bonde, Sherri
ner, Jacci Oyer, Joy Tamagawa Brown, Becky Diemer, Anne Earle,
Carolyn Kauffman, Jacci Oyer, Chris
2nd Year (Monogram): Karen Berres, Thomas
Lisa Sprunger
Best Free Throw Percentage (Certifi-
3rd Year (Plaque): Bonnie Ching, Lori cate): Karen Bonde
VanRyn
Best Defensive Player (Trophy): Karen
Best Serving Percentage (Certificate): Bonde
Lori VanRyn
Most Valuable Player (Certificate):





1st Year (Certificate): John Hughes, Jim Marstailer, Mark Mii<el, Matt Moran,
Steve Rupp, Marcus Warner, Steve Weir, Keith Wong.
2nd Year (Monogram): Kelvin Diller
3rd Year (Plaque): Calvin Rychener, Frank Tipton
Field Goal Percentage Leader (Certificate): Steve Weir
Free Throw Percentage Leader (Certificate): Calvin Rychener
Rebound Leader (Certificate): Calvin Rychener
Scoring Leader (Certificate): Calvin Rychener
Assist Leader (Certificate): Steve Weir
Best Defensive Player (Trophy): 1st Semester—Kelvin Diller, 2nd Semester
—
Keith Wong
Most Improved Player (Certificate): Jim Marstailer
TENNIS AWARDS
1st Year (Certificate): Stan Cushing, John Cerig, Kent Harding, Greg
LuginbitI, Marcus Warner
2nd Year (Monograms): Randy Fudge, Keith Wong
3rd Year (Plaque): Steve Rupp
Most Improved Player (Certificate): Steve Rupp
Warner Award (Certificate and $100.00 Check): Kent Harding
CHEERLEADER AWARDS
1st Year (Certificate): Kim Armstrong, Val Cole, Maureen Cowen, Den-
ise Feiser
2nd Year (Monogram): Lori VanRyn








It takes lots of encouragement from a friend (TOP LEFT).
It takes driving a van or trusting the one who's driving (TOP CENTER).
It takes much practice even if you have to stand on a bench to make a basket
(TOP RIGHT).
It takes planning and scheduling (MIDDLE LEFT).
It takes rest and a cool drink (BOTTOM EXTREME LEFT).
It takes unending exercise (BOTTOM LEFT).
It takes know-how and aggressiveness (BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER).
It takes teamwork (BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER).
It takes giving up the ball and not taking the glory (MIDDLE EXTREME RIGHT).
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Soccer Club Begins
TOP LEFT: Willy Topps goes all out in guarding the goal; TOP CENTER:
(back row) Dean Stuckey, Dan Harrigan, Ion Caskey, Alex Bacos; (middle
row) Steve Harrigan, Steve Sherman, Greg Lehr, Arnold Hansrajh; (front
row) Craig Vincent, Andre Sonnal, Denny Williams, and )ohn Hughes;
TOP RIGHT: Parents, faculty, staff, and students come out to watch as the
team competes; BOTTOM LEFT: John's goal kick gives a strong start to the
ottense; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER: While at an away game, Steve and
Dean pull together to form a solid defense; LOWER RIGHT OF CENTER:
Steve Sherman attempts to gain control while Dean follows in full sup-
port; BOTTOM RIGHT: John Caskey and his father watch the events of
the game on Parents' Day.
With coach Randy Nigh, director
of Urban Youth Ventures, the Soccer
Club initiated a challenging season of
hard work and practice. Although the
club did not win any games this year,
the thirteen-membered team ran
each game closely right down to the
last second. Since the involvement in
the Soccer Club has risen, Coach
Nigh has aspirations of turning the
sport into varsity at the college level
next year. With members of the soc-
cer club coming from such far away
places as South Africa, Haiti, and Bel-
gium, the student interest in soccer






The Wrestling Club was both large
and small; the members were sizea-
ble guys, but membership was sparse.
The main emphasis of this club was
relaxation. The members engaged in
friendly fellowship while releasing
tension built up from a long day of
classes.
The newly formed Volleyball Club
began an exciting season by rising at
6:00 a.m. for a two-hour practice.
Playing teams such as Purdue, Ohio
U., Wheaton, and Ball State made
practice rewarding. The team's goal
was to witness for Christ both on and
off the court.
TOP: Wrestling Club members are
Tim Hodge, Steve Burkey, and Mike
Badgero (Not pictured: Denny Wil-
liams and David Hughes): BOTTOM:
Volleyball Club members are Glen
Tamagawa, John Gerig, Steve 'Sher-
man, Scott Duncan, Tom Pavkov
(back row); Dave Kapaku, Steve




Remember the . .
.
Cafe-de-Backyard . . . Christine
Wyrtzen . . . All-School Picnic . . .
Wendy's Great Hamburger Race . . .
Record-breaking turnout for the
Blood Mobile . . . The Sharretts and
David Meece . . . Chapel of Roses . . .
An Evening of Praise . . . Special
Chapels including dramatist )ason
Nightingale and Living Water . . .
Francis Shaeffer Film Series, "What-
ever FHappened to the FHuman Race?"
. . . B.C. Bowl-a-Thon . . . Special pres-
entation to Dr. Tim . . . Let's Go Fly a
Kite and the Weiner Roast . . .
As one can see, the 1979-80 Stu-
dent Association Activity Calendar
offered challenges, along with good
entertainment topped with fun,
made this a successful and most
rewarding year for all . .
.
TOP LEFT: Sorry, )ohn and Butch; Secret may
be strong enough for men, but it's still made
for women; TOP CENTER: John is on the move;
TOP RIGHT: Bonnie takes a backward glance
as the year comes to a close; ABOVE: Marie
interviews a candidate; BOTTOM LEFT: (front)
John Anderson and Jonathan Spyker; (back)
Dr. Grant Hoatson (advisor), Marie Fancher,
Lenora Gushing (advisor), Glenn Tamagawa,
Bonnie Conrad, Steve Rupp, and Thomas
(Butch) Kahawai, BOTTOM RIGHT OF CEN-
TER: Lenora is caught sneaking away for some
relaxation; BOTTOM FAR RIGHT: Glenn, in a








TOP LEFT: Mr. Nickel leafs through a handout received at an SEA
meeting; TOP CENTER: Alpha Kappa officers are Ted Johnson,
Steve Roussous, Karen Cerig, and Mr. Arlan Birkey, Advisor; TOP
RIGHT: Advisor Sonja Strahm measures out a rough draft layout;
BOTTOM LEFT: Following a hearty meal, Don collects some help-
ful hints from the guest speaker; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER: SEA
officers are (sitting) Don Kramer, (standing) Bonnie Ching, FHolly
Miller, and Jill Taylor; MIDDLE RIGHT OF CENTER: Vine staff
include (front row) Tina Baker, Cheryl Weber, Jeff Walker, Paul
Hunter, Skip Kite, Randy Shafer, Mel Schwab, Barb Black, Diane
Radabaugh, (back row) Val Cole, Lorraine Meek, Tim Niccum, Gil
Diaz, Neal Hauser, Steve Schlatter, Kim Steiner, Rose McMinn (Not
pictured: Bonnie Ching, Karen Whitman, Tom Pavkov, )udy
Germain): BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER: Mel and Neal separate
class mug shots; BOTTOM RIGHT: Advisor Eunice Conrad proof-
reads some copy.
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Alpha Kappa, the Vine and S.E.A.
Alpha Kappa, otherwise known as
the Greek Club, remains under the
auspicious leadership of Arlan Birkey.
With meetings scheduled once each
month and four meetings in a year
which are mandatory, the Greek Club
seeks to bring a common unity to
New Testament Greek students.
The VINE staff exists, persists, and
even resists; exists to preserve history
— our own, persists by putting in
long, long hours to get the work
done, and even resists attending
events in order to meet deadlines.
Thus, the VINE continues to grow.
The Student Education Association
is a local chapter of the National Edu-
cation Association with Mr. Nickel as
acting advisor. SEA meetings,
throughout the year, inform educa-
tion majors about their future stu-
dent teaching responsibilites. Teach-
ing techniques, whether modern or
traditional, are explored. Also,
insights are given for solutions for
foreseeable problems in the teaching
profession. Today's Education and
NSEA magazines are added benefits.
With workshops and field trips, SEA




TOP LEFT: Patty Lee has a moment of
ecstasy while being surrounded by
handsome males; TOP CENTER:
Adam spots a snowball victim as
Tionie quickly leaves the scene; TOP
RIGHT: Cheryl catches a quick
snooze in the middle of a hectic day;
BELOW: Bob contemplates whether
or not to have "frog legs" for dinner;
BOTTOM LEFT: Jonathan Kauffman
and Sheryl Bower have a friendly
chat while they piece together a
puzzle; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER:
Scott Norris manages a smile even
while studying in the library; BOT-
TOM FAR RIGFHT: Remember when
Denny tried to mow the chapel
floor?
'I^il^<lS\«;''i'<«2^.^»
Kneeling: Don Kramer, Bob McKenna, Sonja Pierce, Clenna Cairl, Jonathan Kauffman, and Denny
Willianns (Dean of Men); Front Row: )eff Hale (Schultz Student Director), )ulie Tyrie, Erin
McCormick, Lesa Brothers, Patty Lee, Jill Taylor, Tionie Razor, Sharon Mejeur (Lexington Resident
Advisor), Randy Shafer; Back Row: Lenora Gushing, (Bethany Resident Advisor), Scott Raymond
(Schultz Student Director), Cheryl Nimtz, Barb Coon (Dean of Women), Dave Sell, Susan Patrick,
Scott Norris, )on Caskey, and Adam Newcomb.
The Student Advisor structure, in
ministering to the individual wings of
the college, offers both a very per-
sonal basis for readily available coun-
seling and good Christian fellowship.
The Student Advisors must not only
be teachers at wing meetings, but
also excellent examples of the power
of Christ in their daily walks. Being a
Student Advisor is a full time job for
the duration of the school year. The
responsibility is a large one which
tries and perfects many qualities in
each advisor.
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TOP RIGHT: Marty diagrams the backdrop
placement for the stage with advisor Wava
Bueschlen; TOP CENTER: Sandy, our Saga
Food Manager, and Mark Springer, Food
Committee Chairman, discuss table
arrangements; TOP RIGHT: Kay Schladen-
hauffen, key person in the printing of the
brochures, instructs Brent Adams in print-
mg them, while LaVera Sauder looks
through the Youth Conference church
mailing list; MIDDLE LEFT: Ellen Springer,
as Program Chairman, is seen here with her
committee and advisor Mr. )oe Snider
begins to feel a little "bug-eyed" as Youth
Conference quickly approaches; BOTTOM
LEFT: Subee, instrumental in the planning
of "Nuts and Bolts," directs during
rehearsal while her Program Chairman Ellen
Springer, watches; BOTTOM CENTER:
Steering Committee (from top to bottom):
). Tamagawa, E. Springer, D. Kapaku, M.
Longcor, M. Waddell, M, Whiticar, and |.
Cerig; MIDDLE RIGHT: |oy and advisor Dr.
Wes Gerig look over registration forms and
count the incoming fees; BOTTOM RIGHT:
Mary prepares her posters for the Saturday
morning sing-along.







The many from the student body,
faculty, and staff who gave of their
time and talents
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Back Where It All Started
Even though Youth Conference is
only a weekend occurrence, the
preparation for this event is year-long
in endurance. Many members of
both the student body and the fac-
ulty and staff contribute lengthy
hours of hard work to make Youth
Conference run as smoothly as possi-
ble throughout the 48-hour ordeal.
As days turn into weeks, the ensuing
moments disclose even more ardu-
ous jobs to be done. Delegation of
authority is the key to a successful
over-all picture in the final analysis.
The steering committee is instrumen-








A Year of Expanding New Ideas
TOP LEFT: One of our fondest memories is Ira Cerig leading music chapels; TOP CEN-
TER: Dr. Warner answers a question during the discussion session of one of Dr. Schaef-
fer's "Whatever Happened to the Human Race" film series; MIDDLE LEFT: Youth Con-
ference's Painter Union says, "We're not just another drop in the bucket;" BELOW:
Those Chorale members always have their mouths open!; BOTTOM FAR LEFT: Andre
and Jennifer enjoy our "All-School Picnic;" BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER: Even Dr. War-
ner enioys Wendy's; BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER: Dr. Weddle is our expert examin-
er!" BOTTOM RIGHT: Larry and Brenda participate in the Bowlathon.
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Student Missionary Fellowship
TOP F-\R LEFT: Rodney learns more
details on missions; TOP LEFT OF
CENTER: Pres. Ron Farb is at his best;
TOP CENTER: SMF Committee: C.
Weber, C. Heiser, W. Hoch, S. Cush-
ing, R. Farb, R. Georgi, S. Kite, G.
Tatum, and Mr. Cartmel; BOTTOM
FAR LEFT: Sec. Geri shows her skill at
shorthand while Will and Skip listen
up; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER;
Cheryl relates OMS letter to the
committee; BOTTOM RIGHT OF
CENTER: Mr. Cartmel, Ron, Will, and
Gen attempt another committee
meeting.
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Focusing Funds Towards Foreign Fields
The Student Missionary Fellowship
has a membership which is com-
prised of all the full-time students at
Fort Wayne Bible College. SMF is
active year-round both on the cam-
pus, in chapel presentations, sup-
porting exchange students to and
from Jamaica Theological Seminary,
and supporting as many student sum-
mer missionaries as the specified
chapel offerings allow.
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Music at Fort Wayne Bible
Chorale members are as follows: (front
row) S. Schlatter, R. Ahr, L. Steiner, A.
Shaw, B. Swartzell, (second row) D.
Cairl, R. Shafer, T. Broberg, S. Whiticar,
R. Springer, P. Davoli, M. Springer,
(third row) |. Garrett, C. Rawley, H. ele-
ven, K. Wild, L. DeBoer, R. Hoatson, S.
Sherman, K. Sowers, (fourth row) M.
Waddell, D. Feiser, S. Bower, M. Eash,
and D. Boyd.
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College Is Expressed in Many Forms
TOP LEFT: |ohn Garrett anxiously awaits cho-
rale's performance; TOP CENTER: Alice Dekle,
lohn Anderson, Greg Rawley, Mr. Taylor, Greg
Livengood, Larry Noggle, Gary Livengood,
Randy Ahr, Bob LHart, Ron Hidelburg, Tom
Pavkov, Andy Deputy, TOP RIGHT: Chorale
Union performs a number from the Magnifi-
cat; BOTTOM LEFT: Alice puts her all into her
French horn; BOTTOM RIGHT OF BOTTOM:
The Choral LJnion Members are (front row) |.
Poorman, |. Ayabe, L. Steiner, E. Bledsoe, R.
Hoatson, K. Young, K. Traxler, T. Proudfoot, M.
Dacis, (second row) D. Loucks, S. Sears, W.
O'Dell, K. Wild, K. Berres, D. Boyd, L. DeBoer,
G. Loucks, S. Whiticar, R. Springer, M. Eash,
(third row) R. Liechty, R. Ahr, S. Schlatter, A.
Shaw, R. Shafer, M. Springer, B. Swartzell, M.
Terui, A. Latino, C. Nimtz, (fourth row) D.
Weber, D. Cairl, P. Davoli, G. Rawley, |.
Garrett, S. Roussos, D. Stuckey, S. Sherman, B.
Byerly, and M. Baderow.
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TOP LEFT: Waving his baton, Mr.
Seawell commands the attention of
the band members; TOP CENTER:
Jay Platte directs the band at the
Christmas program. TOP RIGHT:
Involved in every event on the
chapel stage our indispensable
soundman, Dave Blue, checks the
sound levels; MIDDLE LEFT: Spring
Concert brings a musical conclusion
to a good year; MIDDLE LEFT OF
CENTER: Bob and Randy watch
intently for their cues; MIDDLE
RIGHT OF CENTER: Stage Crew con-
sisted of Tom Pavkov, Dave Blue,
Diana Radabaugh, and )on Caskey;
BOTTOM LEFT: Resounding in the
brass section are trumpeters John
Gerig, Doug Hayes, and Jeff Gerig;
BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER: Gary
Livengood, Dr. Wes, and )ohn Gerig
bring enrichment to chapel worship;
BOTTOM RIGHT: Listening for his
cues. Skip manipulates the lighting.
Our Band and
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Stage Crew Provide Sounds and Services
i^wi
Stage Crew, a very young organiza-
tion, has now completed its second
year. Stage Crew was fornned to help
chapel programs function more
smoothly. Whenever any activity is
scheduled for the chapel, Stage Crew is
sure to be there.
The band under the leadership of Jay
Platte and Al Seawell performed for var-
ious occasions.
Among these were the annual Pops
and Pizza Concert and the exciting
Spring Concert featuring soloists Carol
Culver and Gary Livengood.
Dr. Wes, his high school son Jeff, and
other non-students enhance the total
sound.
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CS: A Vital Part of FWBC
The Christian Service Department
is exactly what the name implies: fol-
lowers of Christ serving in churches
and church related organizations.
The objectives of the Christian S-erv-
ice Department are representative of
the practical aspect of the Fort
Wayne Bible College. In the acquir-
ing of a skill related to the student's
academic major, whether counsel or
teaching, the student learns how to
cooperate not only with supervisors
and co-workers, but he also becomes
adept to the responsibilities and
requirements of his program. The
experience that the student receives
in this assignment is invaluable in
that further use of the concepts
learned brings a sense of achieve-




FAR LEFT TOP: )oy Gerig lends
her wisdom to Greg Rawley; FAR
LEFT BOTTOM: Carole Neuen-
schwander makes final prepara-
tions for a CS group trip; CEN-
TER: Registration day is a big day
for the CS Department; LEFT OF
CENTER: Dick Baxter rummages
through some files; LEFT: Scott
Duncan and Steve Sherman share
with students in Campus Life;
ABOVE: Bob Gratcyk and Diane
Radabaugh examine the possibil-





The assignments tor the Christian
Service projects are prepared in such
a way that the student is encouraged
in developing his personal growth
and vocational skills to become more
effective in some means of outreach
or edification. The Christian Service
department is in operation so that
the student can find this personal
niche in which he is called to serve.
The Christian Service Department
can assist the student in wisely decid-
ing upon the appropriate endeavor,
and if necessary they can advise as to
the possible solutions to whatever
problems encountered.
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TOP LEFT: Kim Young enthusiastically teaches her
Sunday school class at First Missionary; BELOW;
Brad Gibson serves by directing choir at Wood-
burn Missionary each Sunday morning; TOP CEN-
TER: Brian Baughman volunteers to assist with
junior Church at First Missionary; BELOW: )oel
McCormick sits down to reach the level of his
Sunday school class; TOP RIGHT: Steve FHarrigan
teaches the boys in his Sunday school class at
Woodburn Missionary the importance of prayer;
LOWER RIGFHT: lulie Tyrie has an enjoyable expe-
rience as she teaches primary age children.
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HIS Company Serves to Honor
HIM
HIS Company, a Christian Drama
group of FWBC, had a very broad
ministry to many church and church
related organizations this year. Jona-
than Spyker, the student director of
HIS Company stated that "Creativity,
flexibility, and love are but a few
words that describe the 1979-80 HIS
Company Drama team. Together,
they have helped elevate 'Christian'
drama even more into the realm of a
valid effective and recognized sup-
porting church ministry."
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TOP LEFT: Al Sudmann prepares for Ihe performance by adding the last
few touches to the make-up; TOP CENTER: Selena (Karen McKenna) is
comforted by Barnabas (Al) as Ursa (Holly Miller) lashes out at her daugh-
ter-in-law over the death of her son Stephen while Barnabas' wife Jessica
(Cathie )ones) looks on; TOP RIGHT: Stephen (Steve Shaffer) is brought
before the Sanhedrin by Saul (Rodney Schuler); EXTREME LEFT MIDDLE:
Ursa tries to convince Selena to change Stephen's ways; EXTREME LEFT
BOTTOM: Pharisees (Al and Steve) with servant (Cathie) observe trium-
phal entry; BOTTOM FAR LEFT and LEFT OF CENTER show "behind-the-
scene" co-operation; ABOVE CENTER: The marriage of Cana brings a sur-
prise (miracle) to light for the servants; RIGHT OF CENTER: jon Spyker,




CLOCKWISE STARTING AT TOP LEFT: Promise
is comprised of Doug Lightcap, Dennis Kesler,
Valarie Nyenhuis, Gaylen Waters, Angela Wid-
mark. Deb Springer, Marty Longcor, and Doug
Hayes. Promise performs in concert. The men
of Reflection do a number minus the women.
Reflection performs during the Christmas pro-
gram. Reflection is comprised of Duane
Mabee, Hal Lehman, Michele Cibeau, Mitsuru
Kato, Susan Rose, Mike Macchiarella, and Greg
latum. The women of Reflection sing out. Deb
Sprmger sings during Home Concert. Promise
warms up for Youth Conference.
"Promise," in the words of Deb
Springer their student director, "was
eight students who learned to work,
share, laugh, love, and minister
together. We were a group who
desired to share God's love and His
available gift. This gift was reflected
in our year verse, I John 2:25, 'And
this is the promise He Himself made
to us: eternal life.'"
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"Reflection'' of His Glory
The talented group Reflection pre-
sented a most fulfilling message
through song, instrumentals, and tes-
timonies. Their director, Greg Tatum
related that "As we saw the impor-
tance of the transforming power of
Christ to change lives, we realized
the importance of ministry, and as a




Envoy, having been under the
supervision of Student Missionary
Fellowship , became the property of
the Christian Service Department this
year. With an entirely new group this
year, Envoy established a unique pro-
gram which included singing, inter-
pretive reciting, and a beautiful slide
presentation. Stan Gushing, student
director of Envoy said that "This year
was an exciting and growing experi-
ence for all of us. We learned the
necessity of being flexible and apply-
ing the Philippians 2, united-in-spirit-
intent -on-one- purpose attitude."
RIGHT: Mark Terui, Melodie Nelson, Tari
Cruse, Stanley Gushing, Darlene Loucks, and
leff Kehler form Envoy. BOTTOM FAR RIGHT:
Melodie grimaces in Unguarded Caps. QOl-
TOM MIDDLE: Envoy rehearses one last time
before the big night. CENTER: Coach Sue
Belella plays for rehearsal. BELOW: Student



































FBBC dedicates this VINE
to Dr. TIMOTHY M. WARNER
BOTTOM LEFT: Ira is surrounded by the three great gals in his life: Sara, Deb, and
Becky; CENTER: Ira and Dr. Tim discuss commencement; BOTTOM RIGHT: Dr. Tim







Special Chapels Give Variety
Be ye serious of mind and light of
heart, or light of mind and serious of
heart—this year's chapels had it all
for you. From the first Falcon Feather
of the year to the beautiful presenta-
tion by our Hawaiian students, our
chapels were unique and special.
Times of laughter, tears of joy and of
sorrow, challenges, victory; all
blended together to create a year to
remember.
U.. I I tij.ajisijj
TOP LEFT: The Falcon Feather flour-
ishes again; TOP CENTER: Aloha,
Glenn; TOP RIGHT OF CENTER: Ann
Krenrick receives the American Bible
Society Award for four semesters of
"A" in Greek; TOP RIGHT: The times
of testimony were uplifting; MID-
DLE LEFT: jesus loves me . . . and Ira,
too; BOTTOM LEFT: They're the
Hawaiians and we're glad they are
part of BG; BOTTOM CENTER: Kel-
vin leads in a rousing hymn; BOT-
TOM RIGHT: Dr. Weddle "Lets It
Shine!"
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TOP LEFT: Sodas are shared at the
20's Sadie Hawkins; TOP CENTER:
Father greets son after performance
on Parent's day: TOP RIGHT: Off
campus rowdies dress up; EXTREME
MIDDLE LEFT: )ay plays Risk at the
Hollow; MIDDLE LEFT: John finds
time to rest during Youth Confer-
ence; CENTER LEFT: Ken is just one
of those who walked on crutches
this year; CENTER RIGHT: Quartet
sings at the All-School picnic; at
Franke Park in August; EXTREME
MIDDLE RIGHT: Phyllis lets a begin-
ning photographer take her picture;
BOTTOM LEFT: Faculty and students
go to Witmer at BC Time; LOWER







Spiritual Emphasis Begins B.C/s Y.C.
N'outh Conference has remained a
very prominent factor in the exten-
sion of reinforcement of the spirit of
Fort Wayne Bible College. With an
attendance of 367 persons, both from
the United States and countries
abroad, Youth Conference contrib-
uted in broad terms to the lives of all
who participated in its planning,
direction, and organization; but,
most of all, it contributed greatly to
the lives of the conferees who took
part in its activities. The seventy-
eight hour weekend of April eleven
through thirteen proved to be the
single most excitement-filled time
period of the year for those involved.
The planning of the conference
began nearly a year before its actual
happening as committees began to
meet weekly to consider the possible
theme, variety of activities, special
speaker, meal arrangements, housing
details, and many other items of par-
ticular importance in putting
together a smooth-functioning,
meaning-filled Youth Conference.
Not only were the committee
members instrumental in the actual
days of the conference, but the Stu-
dent Advisors also took on special
duties in the leadership aspect of the
separate groups which met. Since
this year's theme was "Building to
Last," the dorm wings were divided
into various unions such as plumbers,
electricians, brick-layers, carpenters,
painters, and welders of which the
Student Advisors were to supervise
and maintain enthusiasm in a Chris-
tian atmosphere. The meetings Stu-
dent Advisors were responsible for
were Sunday School class, Saturday
afternoon recreational activities, and
union meetings wherein they made
up slogans and songs. All these
responsibilities were in addition to
their regular dorm duties.
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TOP LEFT OF CENTER: Spiritually mature Faith and Hope meet one of the "lovely"
college gals during Spiritual Emphasis; TOP RIGHT OF CENTER: The college stu-
dents meet Buddy Burge, the Y.C. speaker, for the first time; TOP RIGHT: HIS Com-
pany facilitates the services by adding a new twist to the announcements; BOTTOM
LEFT: The Welder Union gets together to choose their slogan, "Wouldn't you like to
be a Welder, too?"; BOTTOM CENTER: Two high school kids think B.C. is "really
nifty," and are proud that the college student they are staying with sings in the
theme song ensemble; BOTTOM RIGHT: Theme song ensemble teaches and leads
the students and faculty in the weekend's theme song.
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Much and Many are the Happenings
The speaker for Spiritual Emphasis
and for Youth Conference was Buddy
Burge, director of Campus Life Clubs
in Toronto, Canada. A total of
twenty-one individuals committed
their lives to Christ and many others
rededicated themselves with the
helpful leading of willing counselors.
Interspersed with the meaningful
spiritual aspects of the weekend
were a variety of fun activities within
the unions. Thus, the conferees were
able to see and enjoy times of relaxa-
tion and fun with friends and college
students.
All this went together to give the
conferees a balanced idea of college
life at a Bible college. When the reali-
zation of the potentials for soul-win-
ning is met in this group of 367, the
thought is astounding; such a beauti-





TOP LEFT: Chaos explodes as each girl tries to find her man;
TOP RIGHT: The Painters do their version of "Building to
Last;" BELOW: Bill Tisdale practices an ancient Eskimo cus-
tom; BOTTOM LEFT: A boisteriously loud painter, Steve
Sherman, is sacrificing all for his union; BOTTOM LEFT OF
CENTER: FHere is an interesting way to meet someone; BOT-
TOM RIGHT OF CENTER: Frank eats with some of our
guests at Fork-Lift; BOTTOM RIGHT: Some fast jumping was





To add to the liveliness of the
weekend, and on the lighter side,
Comicality was a hit with many. A
variety of talents and perhaps not
especially talents were demonstrated
before a full house. Have you ever
talked to your margerine? Do you
"pledge" to dust your furniture or
"salute" your commanding officer?
Did you know we have our own Ed
Sullivan, Dr. Wes? Oh, a laugh ever
so often is good, isn't it?
The weekend of Youth Conference
was short, yet long; it was boisteri-
ous, yet sober; it was, and shall con-
tinue to be, the turning point and
resolution in lives yet to be counted
for the Kingdom of God. For when
the foundation is Christ, all that is
built for God in the light of eternity
lasts. Youth Conference "built to
last."
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TOP LEFT: Ed Sullivan (or was it John Cerig) came just to introduce the Polish Finger Circus;
TOP CENTER: Our operatic virtuoso gave us great variety! TOP RIGHT: Wide World of Sports
presents FWBC vs . . . What a game! BOTTOM FAR LEFT: The sun has gone to bed and so must
I . . . Goodnight! Goodnight! Goodnight! BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER: We're so glad we spent
this time together???? BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER: For your cultural enjoyment "Ballet
Grandios" proudly presents "Dance of the Sugar Plum Fatty;" BOTTOM FAR RIGHT: Walter




"Shadow of a Rising Sun" was the
theme for this year's )unior-Senior
Banquet. This long anticipated spring
event is a special tribute to Seniors
which signifies that school is ending
and that graduation is just around the
corner.
The banquet was held on the eve-
ning of April 25 at 7:30 at Coegleins
Reserve. There the participants dined
on Chicken Cordon Bleu and various
delectable trinnmings. This meal was
followed by some humorous awards
given to Seniors and a slide show
which included pictures of many
Seniors. Russ Rogers, the guest
speaker, completed the evening by a
moving challenge to the Seniors.
TOP LEFT; Dr. Wes is given an award
for being "the most picked on pro-
fessor"; TOP CENTER: Mr. Scharfe
extends his usual cheerful greeting;
TOP RIGHT: Brenda Allen is hon-
ored for her diligent efforts in plan-
ning this banquet; BOTTOM LEFT
OF CENTER: Could Larry and Geff be
asking Will if he is going to be the
next to get engaged? BOTTOM
RIGHT OF CENTER: "Giggles"
Glenna receives her own giggle box;
MIDDLE RIGHT OF CENTER: Russ,
the guest speaker, enjoys an evening
of warm fellowship with friends;
BOTTOM RIGHT: This was a
delightful evening of food, fellow-
ship, and entertainment.
Lexington—a girl's dorm and pri-
vate world. Where the sound of a
phone is a source of constant irrita-
tion. Where the appearance of a man
can bring panic. "Man in the halllll!!"
"Again!" Where nothing ever goes
wrong except for water that runs red,
showers that won't drain, neighbors
who won't shut up, rooms that won't
heat, rooms that won't . .
.
Where the wrong is worked out
until it is right, like a night of car-
toons, a special Christmas gift from
each wing to the rest of the dorm
(and Santa and his deers showed up)
Valentine's Day where "Love a Lex-
ington Lady" was the vogue of the
day and guys were warned about lit-
tle arrows in the air.
Lexington is a place for making
friends, learning lessons about being
Christ-like and making this their lifes-
tyle. It's where influences from RA's
and SA's and others shape lives and
build characters. Lexington—a girl's
dorm.
TOP LEFT: Steve faithfully waxes the dormitory hails; TOP CENTER:
Getting settled in is most always exciting; but packing means leav-
ing friends and a learned way of life; TOP RIGHT: Janet and Ruth
earn the title of freshman rowdies in WBCL's Sharathon; BOTTOM
LEFT OF CENTER: Wing meetings create unity among roommates!
BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER: Dorm life for Mary is more than
temperature-taking; BOTTOM FAR RIGHT: Much activity centers
around the stairs.
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Life in Schultz might be described
as living in the "pits" or above that
level; but if such is "pitty" living, it
certainly is done in style. Ice machine
(a secret? meeting place), plush car-
pet and arena-hall wrestling matches
make it a dorm of action. Who else
but Schultz guys throw water bal-
loons from their windows on unsus-
pecting Bethany Babes and Lexington
Ladies? But to the more serious side
(east side?), Schultz is a home away
from home, a place to sit and relax, to
get together to discuss academic and
spiritual concerns, and to "grow
more and more in the grace and
knowledge" of the Lord.
TOP LEFT: Believe it or not, Dennis is an organized person; TOP CENTER: Men of Schultz
often take study breaks to talk, watch the tube, or munch on favorite junk foods; TOP RIGHT:
Sometimes the guys seemingly can't stay within their dorm rooms. That's when they all con-
gregate in the halls; BOTTOM LEFT: Late at night the lounge is often used as a place to quietly
read or study; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER: Not all of the men in the dorm just take classes
from B.C. At times, additional classwork is taken at nearby universities; BOTTOM RIGHT OF







"We're the 'Hub' of College Life! //
TOP LEFT OF CENTER: Some serious
study occurs? TOP RIGHT: Is Mau-
reen camera-shy? BELOW: Living in
a dorm provides conditions for shar-
ing and praying together; MIDDLE
RIGHT OF CENTER: Sometimes the
gals talk and dream about the person
they have always wanted to be;
BOTTOM FAR LEFT: The winter
snows provide a relaxing and invit-
ing change for Karen; BOTTOM
LEFT: A favorite spot to congregate
for both girls and guys is the front
steps of Bethany Hall; BOTTOM
CENTER: Spring cleaning is a part of
Kenda and Susan's Saturday after-




Bethany dorm houses about 85
girls. It is a comfortable old building
spared of such luxuries as bathtubs
and open lounges. Because of the
closeness of its quarters, girls usually
get to know the others living around
them quite well. This is due partially
to bathroom visits and walls that
allow for unintentional eavesdrop-
ping.
There are many memories to be
found in Bethany; lining up against
the walls in the halls for wing meet-
ings, sharing with a roommate, wait-
ing in line for the shower, and fellow-
shipping in the basement lounge.
Bethany girls feel at home in this
lived-in-look that Bethany Hall pro-
vides. The hissing and humming of
the radiators adds atmosphere. Minor
inconveniences and repairs become
such a part of life that even when the
hall ceiling fell down, the girls just
turned over and went back to sleep.
Bethany life produces maturity and
stimulates growth, while spiritually
enriching the residents. The bond
between the girls is based on Chris-
tian fellowship, a bond lasting
beyond graduation.
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How Do They Do It?
This question has been asked many
times of the married students here at
Fort Wayne Bible College. Words like
faith, trust, and commitment, come
from those beautiful couples who
reside on and around campus, cou-
ples who comprise an important unit
of our student body.
"Married life is unique," stated one
student, "and times of fellowship
with other marrieds were times of
sharing and growth." Fun times
together, plus serious times when
they challenged themselves and the
student body, made this an exciting
and event-filled year. Marriage and
studies can mix.
TOP LEFT: Of course I'm awake; TOP CENTER: Who said we had to be on
a diet? TOP RIGHT: Ron and Deb are intent on the Falcon action; BOT-
TOM LEFT: Nornnal? Who says we're not normal . . .; BOTTOM LEFT OF
CENTER: Gary and CayLynn give each other some important advice; BOT-
TOM RIGHT OF CENTER: Butch, )o, and "little" Luke pose; BOTTOM
RIGHT: indoor miniature golfing is a winter favorite.
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SAGA Food Service at Its Best
From All-American breakfasts
to candelight dinners, the cafeteria of
B.C. was constantly in the process of
keeping refueled all who came
through the lines of Saga Food Serv-
ice. Sandy Rhonemus, through her
able leadership, brought a variety of
special meals and events to our cafe-
teria. Remember: the Circus, the Dis-
appearing Knives, the Thanksgiving
Dinner, the Christmas Dinner, the
many meals of Youth Conference,
the Exam-Week Study Breaks, a
Breakfast Outdoors, the Labor Day
Picnic, and many other filling meals
for our physical bodies.
So thanks to Sandy, the cooks, and
all the workers for keeping us
refueled for His service.
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TOP LEFT: Here's our fearless leader,
Sandy; TOP LEFT OF CENTER: And
here's one of the fair ladies of the
kitchen; TOP RIGHT OF CENTER:
Harlowe is doing what he does best;
TOP RIGHT: This is where it all hap-
pens; FAR LEFT: Yea, we got another
one; MIDDLE LEFT OF CENTER:
Careful, Glenna, or you will miss
your mouth; MIDDLE RIGHT: Gil
waits in line for "chow" time; BOT-
TOM LEFT: Ride 'em. Cowgirl! BOT-
TOM CENTER: What-'a'y'all have,
Peggers? BOTTOM RIGHT: Steve,
aren't you being a little pushy?
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Versatility is Key
Student Library Worker's Perspective
I sit here and I listen to all the tired sighs
As students search these massive shelves
Thinking they will die
If they don't find the answers for Dr. Wes' class.
Then I see triumphant smiles as they loudly slam the books
That they've been searching for so long
In shelves endlessly they looked.
It's over now and they go home to rest their spinning heads.
Tomorrow is another day but now they'll go to bed.
S.A.B.
Undoubtedly the most versatile
hall of learning ever to be found on
any campus must be the library: the
answer to everything. A puppet show
is performed over the IMC railing, a
typewriter pounds out a paper, a
classical piece is earphoned into a
sleepy ear, a carousel rotates years of
art history, a xerox machine shortcuts
time spent in the library with a close-
reserve book, and a myriad of other
events and objects fill the library. A
C.S. assignment is provided with A-V
means, a paper is formulated, a theol-
ogy assignment is nearly conquered,
and a "kiddie lit" marathon is near
the finish line. The library is also a
common meeting place: dates are
memorized and categorized, and
dates of another nature are formal-
ized and confirmed. When it is all
"stacked up", the library is a very spe-
cial part of the B.C. life.
TOP LEFT: Ceff takes a break from his studies to look for new game ideas; TOP RIGHT: Carol often looks
like she's been up to some mischief; BOTTOM LEFT: Ken Lambert searches the card catalogue to find possi-
ble resources to complete his marriage-and-family project; BOTTOM CENTER: This trio tries to prove that
you can study and socialize at the same time; BOTTOM RIGHT: Both faculty and student check out materi-
als at the circulation desk.
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TOP LEFT: Others, please . . .; TOP CENTER: Alex just loves picnics; TOP
RIGHT: Dave Kapaku says, "Oh ummm, pig good!" MIDDLE LEFT: Of all
the guys at B.C., Randy is one of them! BOTTOM LEFT: "Knowing this,
that the trying of your faith worketh patience" (Jannes 1:3, K)V); MIDDLE
RIGHT OF CENTER: What a hit! BOTTOM CENTER: And the Freshman
Class goes on . . .; BOTTOM RIGHT: Look, mom, it flies!?!
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The First and the Last:





































Seniors Kidnap Dr. Warner
All power ceased. At one end of
the hall clad personages began a
journey. The destination: Dr. War-
ner's office. Many onlookers stand
by. The mission: the abduction of Dr.
and Mrs. Tim. The hideout: Atz's Ice
Cream Parlor. Seniors, you certainly
know how to leave behind a very
memorable "first of its kind" at B.C.
TOP LEFT; Dick Baxter peeks at the
action; CENTER: S. Raymond, C.
Tamagawa, and K. Wong are coming
to take them away; TOP RIGHT: And
here they come!; MIDDLE FAR LEFT:
Even R. Burns, Advisor Snider, and
Dr. Jacobsen can't pass this one up!;
MIDDLE LEFT OF CENTER: Does Dr.
Warner really think kidnapping is
funny? MIDDLE RIGHT: And over
the head it goes; BOTTOM FAR
LEFT: Two bagged captives are ready
to go; BOTTOM LEFT AND RIGHT
OF CENTER: And where they're
going, only seniors know; BOTTOM






The week-long 75th Anniversary
celebration was climaxed by the
Alumni Banquet on Friday evening
followed by a concert by Steve and
Maria. Classes of the 60's and before
attended the banquet in Founders
with FHoward Dunlap emceeing. The
more recent alumni attended at First
Missionary Church where Dick Bax-
ter emceed a program geared to
delight the parents of the class of
1980. The honored guests were Jonas
Ringinberg, interim president from
1944-1945, and Rose Lehman, a mem-
ber of the first graduating class. A
highlight of the evening was the
presentation of the first copy of A
Vine of Cod's Own Planting, a his-
tory of the college, to Dr. Jared Gerig,
the author.
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TOP LEFT OF CENTER: Matt and
Barb listen thoughtfully; TOP
RIGHT OF CENTER: Mrs. Rose
Lehman (1904-05) is honored;
TOP RIGFHT: |ay is working on his
doctorate this year; BOTTOM
FAR LEFT: Alumni President,
Howard Dunlap and wife Ruth
enjoy the evening; BOTTOM
LEFT: Dr. )ared Cerig autographs
his book; MIDDLE LEFT: Steve
and Maria (daughter Mandy)
pose before their concert; MID-
DLE RIGHT: Geff Fisher, Class
President, is interviewed by Dick
Baxter concerning the kidnap-
ping of Dr. Tim; then Dr. Tim tells
his version; BOTTOM RIGHT: Ira
greets former student, Steve
Wright; BOTTOM FAR RIGHT:
Mrs. Platte takes a moment to
reminisce.
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An Ending for Today .
The 75h Anniversary of Fort Wayne
Bible College was brought to a mov-
ing finish by the Commencement of
the Senior Class. Two former leaders
of the Bible College Rev. J. A. Ringen-
berg and Dr. Jared Gerig, led in the
reading of the Scripture and in prayer
respectively.
Dr. Louis L. King, President of the
CM. & A. Church, challenged the
Seniors and all who attended with his
message, "Commitment and Con-
quest". For some of the School's
present leaders this would be their
final Commencement. These men are
Rev. Howard Dunlap (Head of the
Alumni Association), Ira Gerig (Pro-
fessor of Music), Dr. Morris B. Jacob-
sen (Academic Dean), and Dr. Timo-
thy M. Warner (President). After the
strains of the Alma Mater and the
Benediction given by Mr. Dale Farrier
(Chairman of the Governing Board),
another class of this "Vine of God's
Own Planting" went forth to serve
Jesus Christ.
/
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TOP LEFT: Coming from the library,
Steve and Cal lead the way to
Founders; TOP CENTER: Evelyne
Schmidt bids Rev. ). A. Ringenberg
hearty congratulations for his many
faithful years of service; TOP RIGHT:
Ira receives an honorary doctorate
degree; MIDDLE RIGHT: Glenn and
)oy are smothered with leis, evi-
dence of their parents' congratula-
tions; BOTTOM FAR LEFT: Tom
patiently endures as Pam and Mrs.
Burns measure for his cap; TOP LEFT
OF CENTER: Paul's mother smiles
her approval as she studies his dip-
loma; BOTTOM RIGHT: Dr. Tim
enjoys a memorable day in life at
Fort Wayne Bible College.
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s but a Beginning for Tomorrow
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TOP FAR LEFT: Steve's expression tells the story of Graduation Day; TOP LEFT: "Like
Father, like son": Dr. Jared Cerig and Dr. Wes Gerig; TOP RIGHT: Friends gather
around Barb; BOTTOM FAR RIGHT: Larry's parents are pleased with his acconnplish-
ment; BOTTOM LEFT OF CENTER: Guest speaker Dr. Louis King gave the final chal-
lenge; BOTTOM RIGHT OF CENTER: Alice Joy and her father, Dr. Weddle, are very
special people among the FWBC faculty; ABOVE: Dean Unsicker and wife Carol are
all smiles.
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Lord of our inner life, where
choices are made, help us to guard
the citadel of freedom which Thou
hast put in our souls. Keep us from
making foolish choices which lead to
slavery or to a character which is less
than our best. May Christ so domi-
nate our hearts that in our work and
recreation and friendship we shall
choose to do His will and share His
abundant life by joyously living and
sacrificing for the common good.
Thus may we help in the coming of
Thy Kingdom, Amen.
— Hoyland, A Book of Prayers for Youth
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Impressions—a yearbook leaves only a small fleeting impression of the complexities involved
in one year. It provides a mean of recalling a special fact or an enriching moment in that particu-
lar year. It records the students' impressions of places, people, and the organizations of U'hich
they are a part. However, this publication only leaves an impression of what the year was like.
Just as this book is only an impression, my opportunity as editor has given me many impres-
sions of people of whom I have come in contact. I must admit, I have received both good and
bad impressions. But, looking at all positively, many individuals I have worked with this year -^
have changed me, molded me, matured me—impressed me to the extent of improving my e^m^^^^
rial abilities and maturing faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.
|
With this in mind, I would like to thank both Miss Conrad and Miss Strahm,^ the advisors, for
their hours and hours of service to th^Jl'ine. Thanks to Miss Conrad for hyfr special help in pho-
tography, darkroom managing and constant suggestions which improved the publication. Also,
thanks to Miss Strahm for her sense of humor, encouragement, and constant creative, knowl-
edgeable imput. Special thanks is given also to David Fortreide who always helped when the
staff needed him. His contribution to the Vine encouraged the st|^,as well as in|prpved the qual-
ity of this book. ^\ < .^pK >*'•; %^^^^
So many people helped in different ways; it is difficult to express appreciation to all. I do thank
the staff for all of their diligence and hard work during the year. Also, the Vine staff thanks the
staff, faculty, administration, and students for their willingness to share information, materials,
and time to help produce the 1979-80 yearbook.>«r.^' ^ "^ m* i S-
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